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ABSTRAKT 

Cílem této diplomové práce byl zjednodušený návrh podzemní stěny ovlivněné výkopem 

z obou stran. Tato stěna je součástí dočasné šachty pro výměnu tunelovacích strojů a 

zároveň je trvalou konstrukcí přilehlé stanice metra. Součástí práce je popis postupu 

výstavby podzemních stěn, hloubení šachty, hloubení přilehlé stanice metra a následné 

vytvoření tunelových rour pro metro a zasypání šachty. Nedílnou součástí práce je 

pojednání o geologických podmínkách a zhodnocení geotechnických parametrů. Dále byla 

vypracována rešerše na téma teplotního namáhání rozpěr a výsledky této rešerše byly 

aplikovány na návrh rozpěr. Pro splnění požadavků zadání bylo vytvořeno několik modelů 

konstrukce šachty a přilehlé stanice metra v programu Plaxis a jeden model podzemní 

stěny šachty v programu Geo5. Výstupy z těchto modelů byly následně mezi sebou 

porovnány. Dále byl vytvořen model rozperného rámu v programu Scia Engineer. Výstupy 

z programů Plaxis a Scia Engineer byly použity jako podklad pro posouzení konstrukce. 

Toto posouzení bylo provedeno dle Eurokódů. Podzemní stěna i rozperný rám byly 

navrženy tak, aby přenesly účinky od zatížení, která byla uvažována v této práci. Pro 

zjednodušení byla zanedbána proměnná zatížení od pracovních strojů a jako jediné 

proměnné zatížení bylo uvažováno teplotní zatížení rozpěr. Rozperný rám byl také navržen 

na mimořádné zatížení - ztrátu rozpěry. 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 

podzemní stěna, namáhání teplotou, rozperný rám 



ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis was simplified design of diaphragm wall affected by excavation 

from both sides. This wall is a part of temporary shaft that serves for exchange of tunnel 

boring machines and at the same time it is a permanent structure of an adjacent metro 

station. Part of the thesis deals with description of construction sequence of diaphragm 

walls, excavation of the shaft, excavation of the adjacent metro station and following 

construction of metro tubes and backfilling of the shaft. Inseparable part of the thesis is 

assessment of geological conditions and geotechnical parameters. Furthermore, a study on 

temperature loads on struts was carried out and the results of the study were used for 

design of the struts. To fulfil the requirements of the assignment several models of the 

shaft structure and adjacent metro station were built in program Plaxis and one model of 

the diaphragm wall of the shaft was created in program Geo5. The model outputs were 

subsequently compared to each other. Furthermore a model of lateral support frame was 

created in program Scia Engineer. Outputs from programs Plaxis and Scia Engineer were 

used as a basis for design checks of the structure. The design checks were done according 

to Eurocodes. The diaphragm wall and the lateral support frame were designed to support 

the loads considered in this thesis. In order to simplify the calculation variable loads from 

construction machines were not considered and the only variable load considered was the 

temperature load on struts. Lateral support frame was also designed to accidental load -

loss of a strut. 
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diaphragm wall, temperature loads, lateral support frame 
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Introduction 

The thesis deals with simplified design within a virtual project of a shaft where one 

diaphragm wall is affected by excavation from both sides. This diaphragm wall will act as 

permanent structure. In the first Chapter there is general information and description of the 

structure given but also there is description of construction sequence of the shaft and 

adjacent metro station. Assessment of geological and geotechnical conditions is also part 

of the thesis and it is provided in Chapter two. Furthermore, the assignment of the thesis 

requires research on thermal loads acting on struts. This research is summarised in Chapter 

three and then one of the conclusions of the research is used in design check of a strut in 

Chapter four. One of the main objectives of the thesis was to create several calculation 

models and compare their results. There were created three models in geotechnical F E M 

software Plaxis with two different material models and with different settings for Clay 

layer that is decisive for this structure. There is also a subgrade reaction model in Geo5. 

However this model could not represent all construction phases and therefore the 

comparison with F E M Plaxis model is limited only to the phase of construction, where the 

base slab of the shaft is created. Another main part of the thesis was design of the 

diaphragm wall and design of a lateral support frame. A l l design checks were done 

according to Eurocodes. The lateral support frame was also checked against 

disproportionate collapse (accidental loss of the most loaded strut - in this case it was the 

longer corner strut). 



1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Basic information 

There is a new metro line planned in the area of interest. The line is divided into two 

separate tunnels - eastbound and westbound. Both tunnels are driven by full face earth 

pressure balance shields tunnel boring machines (EPB TBMs), but there is a necessity to 

change these machines for slurry shields (SPB TBMs) at a given location in order to 

continue tunnelling of the line. 

For this purpose a shaft is planned in a place of the exchange. There is only a limited space 

for the shaft on the surface and the Client has only certain means for excavation (technical 

and financial). Therefore the shaft is designed so that it has a common wall with a planned 

metro station. 

There are requirements on the dimensions of the shaft at the side of the operator of TBMs 

because it is necessary to dismantle the incoming machines inside of the shaft and then it is 

necessary to assemble the new machines partially on the surface and then lower them down 

and finish the assembly inside of the shaft. The general requirements are: 

• The minimum clearance under the lower level of the struts to be 4 m from the 

tunnel central line. 

• The minimum lateral distance between the shield and the diaphragm wall to be 2 m. 

• The minimum dimensions of the assembly opening to be 8x6 m. 

• The heaviest part of the shield capable of vertical handling to be 120 tonnes. 

[1] 

1.2 Design basis 

The design of the structural elements is based on Eurocodes. Eurocode 0 is used for the 

basis of structural design, Eurocode 1 is used for the actions on structures, Eurocode 2 is 

used for the design of reinforced concrete diaphragm wall, Eurocode 3 is used for the 

design of lateral support frame and Eurocode 7 (design approach 2) is used for 

geotechnical part of the design. 
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1.3 Structure description 

For sketches see Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. 

Reinforced concrete diaphragm walls were chosen as a construction method that fits the 

requirements of the Client and is suitable considering the geotechnical conditions. The 

shaft will be braced in four levels by steel frames (welded sections are used for waler 

beams, tubes 1020/25 are used for braces). The bottom of the shaft is designed as 1.5 m 

thick reinforced concrete slab. Concrete grade C35/45, steel B500B for concrete 

reinforcement and steel of the grade S235 and S355 for strutting system will be used. The 

dimensions of the shaft are given by the above mentioned requirements and limitations: 

• footprint: 22.05 m x 27.6 m 

• depth of the shaft up to the formation level of the bottom slab: 

31.5 m below the ground surface 

• thickness of the diaphragm walls: 1.5 m 

• length of the D-walls: 41.0 m 

• maximum width of panels: 6.7 m 

The shaft is made of four walls from which three walls are temporary and one wall is 

permanent. The permanent wall is the wall that is adjacent to metro station and that is 

affected by excavation from both sides. For the purposes of this thesis this wall is only 

designed for ultimate limit state (precisely only to bending moments' envelope because the 

bending moments are significant on this structure) but normally it would be necessary to 

design it also to serviceability limit state and check for the width of cracks. 

The first 3.0 m of the excavation are in made ground but the structure is situated mostly in 

a clay environment; bigger part of the structure is under the ground water level 

(groundwater table level is 13.8 m below the ground surface). [1] 

12 



1.4 Phases of construction 

For sketches see Appendix 4 and Appendix 5. 

Phase 1: Preparation of working platform 

At first a pile wall on one side of the excavation will be constructed (there are existing 

buildings on this side). The distance of the wall from the planned diaphragm wall is 2.0 m. 

The pile wall is designed as contiguous. The diameter of the piles is 0.8 m, the length of 

the piles is 10.0 m. Then the heads of the piles will be cut and capping beam will be made. 

The piles are anchored in the upper third of their depths. Other sides of the excavation are 

designed in slope at 1:1 crossfall. 

The excavation is up to -2.0 m under the surface. 

Phase 2: Construction of diaphragm walls 

In order to keep the precise alignment and continuity of the diaphragm walls it is necessary 

to construct the guiding walls. These walls are constructed in trench so that the inner 

clearance corresponds to the width of diaphragm walls + 50 mm. The inner side of the 

diaphragm wall is in alignment with the face of the guiding wall whereas the outer side of 

the diaphragm wall has allowance of 50 mm. The guiding walls are designed as L-shaped 

with the depth of 1.5 m and thickness of 0.2 m. They are made of lightly reinforced 

concrete and they are braced. This temporary support also helps to keep grabs in a vertical 

position and it reduces possible negative effects of bentonite slurry level fluctuation. 

x x x : 

1 700 1 1550 
f < 1 f ' -f 

I I 

Figure 1.1 Scheme of guiding walls 
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The construction of D-walls starts with the starting panels. The trench is made to the whole 

depth by grabs (these can be mechanical or hydraulic - considering the depth of the D-

walls it is more suitable to use the hydraulic ones) or by hydraulic cutter. In order to obtain 

bigger width of the panel, it is excavated in three steps. At first the right or left side of the 

panel is excavated, then the other side and at the end the middle part is excavated. Also the 

corner panels and T-shaped panels are excavated in multiple steps. 

Before we start the trench excavation the bentonite slurry plant has to be prepared. The 

slurry is used to balance the soil pressure to keep the wall excavation from collapse. The 

mixture has to be cleaned during the construction in order to keep its properties (density, 

pH, viscosity). The mixture is recycled in the plant where it is separated from soil debris 

and then it is pumped back to the excavation. 

When the trench is done the stop-ends are placed. In this case it is necessary to obtain 

water tight walls. Therefore the steel groove stop-ends with water stops are going to be 

used. 

Figure 1.3 Joint between two panels [2] 

When the bottom of the trench is reached and bentonite cleaned the reinforcement cage can 

be lowered to its final position. The cage is made of vertical bars and horizontal bars and 

sufficient bracing bars so that it is rigid enough to be lowered and lifted while placing into 

position and it is designed to the structural loads. The cage is suspended from guiding 

Figure 1.2 Water stop shape [2] 
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walls and it has to be kept vertical. There has to be enough space left for two or three 

tremie pipes inside of the reinforcement cage. 

Concreting of the panels is done bottom-up. While concreting the tremies are continuously 

lifted up but they should always stay immersed in the fresh concrete for at least 0.5 m to 

avoid slurry pockets. In order to obtain clear concrete throughout the wall it should be 

overpoured at the top. 

When the starting panel concrete sets, the excavation of trench for following panel is done. 

Further it is necessary to take out the stop-ends (while the water stop stays in place). This 

is done, for example, with the help of pounder that is locked into the stop end and moves 

downwards. Then the secondary panel trench is reinforced and filled with concrete. 

[2] [3] [4] [5] 

Primary panel 

Stop-end 

Pounder 

Secondary panel trench 

Figure 1.4 Removing of stop-ends 
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Water-stop joint 

Bentonite slurry © 
1 Guide-wail construction 
2 Panel excavation in progress 
3 Installing stop ends 
4 . Panel concreting 

Figure 1.5 Construction of diaphragm walls [3] 

When all shaft panels are set the heads of the panels will be cut by 0.5 m and capping beam 

will be constructed. 

diaphragm w a l l — j 

reinforcement 

Figure 1.6 Scheme of capping beam reinforcement 

Then the excavation at the work platform will continue to the depth of 3.5 m below the 

ground surface. 

Phase 3: Excavation of the inside of the shaft 

Furthermore the excavation will only continue on the inside of the shaft. First level of 

excavation is -4.8 m under the surface, first bracing level is -4.05 m under the surface. 
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Second level of excavation is -10.95 m and second bracing level is -10.2 m. To continue 

the excavation dewatering has to be established. Third level of excavation (-16.7 m) and 

bracing (-15.95 m) is under the groundwater level. Fourth level of excavation is -21.6 m 

and fourth level of bracing is -20.85 m. Then the excavation will be done up to the 

formation level of the base slab (-31.5 m) and a temporary base slab will be constructed. 

Phase 4: Excavation of the metro station 

The other side of one of the diaphragm walls will be excavated as a part of construction of 

the adjacent metro station. The excavation is done in multiple steps according to the levels 

of metro station ceilings that will act as permanent bracing system. First level of 

excavation is -10.2 m, second level -15.95 m, third level -21.45 m. Formation level of 

metro station base slab is -30.75 m. 

Phase 5: Metro tubes and backfill of the shaft 

After the TBMs are changed and the new TBMs leave the shaft, a ceiling slab for metro 

tube is going to be constructed. Then the shaft will be filled by backfilling material and 

bracing frames will be removed. 

17 



2 GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS 

2.1 Geological model 

The shaft is situated in a simple geological profile. The upper layer (thickness of 

approximately 3 m) is composed of made ground. Then there is a layer of Neogene clays 

up to the depth of 38 m. These clays are considered to be stiff to very hard, slightly 

overconsolidated to overconsolidated. Under this layer there is a heavily weather 

limestone. Its quality and properties increase with depth. The level of the underground 

water was located at the depth of 13.8 m below the ground surface. Although the nature of 

it is questionable given it is located in Clay stratum. 

+ 0,00 

Figure 2.1 Geological model 

2.2 Geotechnical parameters 

Geotechnical parameters were determined on the basis of engineering geological survey. 

This survey was carried out insufficiently - there were no parameters for the upper layer of 

geological profile (made ground) and also the layer of limestone was not very well 

described. 

On the other hand there were many tests conducted on the layer of clays that is 

determinative layer for this shaft. Regarding the field tests, the total of 5 pressuremeter 

tests, 8 standard penetration tests and 9 cored boreholes for taking disturbed and 

undisturbed samples were carried out in the area of the future shaft and its close vicinity up 

18 



to 35 m. However the sampling method locally available (by the use of simple tube core 

barrel) leads to significant disturbance and affects the reliability of some test results. 

Samples disturbance is particularly highlighted on oedometer tests results, as well as water 

content and unit weight determination. 

Laboratory measurements comprised the total of 7 triaxial tests and 15 oedometer tests. 

Despite the number of the tests, the quality of the results was at a low level. For example 

there was no correlation between the measured values of individual tests and no comments 

were added to the results of EGS. Furthermore the oedometer test results and the 

pressuremeter tests results could lead to consider that clays are underconsolidated to 

normally consolidated, whereas the visual description of the clay unit, confirmed by high 

SPT values and shear strength parameters (triaxial tests), indicate slightly 

overconsosolidated to overconsolidated clays. 

Figure 2.2 Samples from field test (DBH) 

r 7- '• 

Figure 2.3 Field test (SPT) 
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The properties of made ground were determined based on engineering judgement 

considering experience with local conditions. Properties of limestone were based on the 

pressuremeter tests and photo documentation. Regarding the layer of clay, the geotechnical 

parameters were determined from the results of laboratory tests (triaxial tests and 

oedometer tests for the determination of strength-related and deformational properties of 

clay) and field tests (the results of pressuremeter tests provided the basis for the 

determination of the undrained shear strength-depth curve; the value of earth pressure at 

rest Ko and the undrained modulus of deformation were determined from the results of 

pressuremeter tests) and by correlation between field and laboratory tests. [1] [6] 

In the table 2.1 below you can see the established geotechnical parameters for each soil or 

rock layer. It is necessary to keep in mind that the geotechnical parameters were not 

established ideally and therefore there are reservations in its values. The estimated values 

are on conservative side (for example low modulus of elasticity for Clay). 

Table 2.1 Geotechnical parameters (refer to List of shortcuts at the end of the thesis) 

Y 
[kN/m3] 

(Pcv 

n n 

c' 

[kPa] 
Su 

[kPa] 

C c c s K 0 v E' 

[MPa] 

Made 

ground 

20 20 10 0.5 0.3 10 

Clay 20 26 21 60 60-150 0.11 0.015 1.0 0.3 35 

Limestone 21 - 35 150 - - - 0.5 0.25 300 
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3 THERMAL LOADS ON STRUTS 

The main load acting on struts is load created by ground and water pressure. Furthermore 

there are indirect loads as for example from temperature. 

Thermal load can be caused by changes of surface temperature of the struts. The 

temperature change can be caused by differences in temperature of ambient air during the 

day and during the year but it can also be caused by sun-shining. In case when the strut is 

situated on a direct sunshine, its upper surface is getting warm faster than the lower surface 

and the strut is loaded by differential thermal stress (stress changes about to the vertical 

axis). Another example could be a strut that is partially situated in a shadow and partially 

in the sun. Then the change in thermal stress would not only be in vertical axis but also in 

horizontal axis. Thermal load can cause additional axial normal forces but also additional 

bending moments. For the purposes of this thesis only even stress from temperature is 

considered. 

3.1 Calculation of thermal loads 

3.1.1 Calculation based only on linear elasticity 

In this approach an increase/decrease in temperature is independent of the length of the 

strut itself. This comes from the definition of strain - it is defined as a proportion (there are 

no units or dimensions). Strain (s) is defined as a ration between the change of length (AL) 

and the original length (L). 

AL 
e = T 

Strain is also used to define the Young's modulus (E): 

O" 
E = -

£ 

where (o) stands for stress. 

It also occurs in the definition of the thermal coefficient of expansion (a) as induced strain 

per degree change in temperature (AT). 
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Then by rearranging the above equations we get an equation from which we can derive 

force (F) from temperature change. 

a 
a * AT 

(rewrite with o = F/A where (A) represents cross sectional area) 

F 
A* a * AT 

By rearrange of this equation we get F = E*A*a*AT 

We can see from the equation above that the force from load change is independent on the 

length of the strut. On the other hand we can also see that a strut with bigger cross-

sectional area will potentially induce a greater thermal load. Therefore using more steel to 

resist thermal loads actually generates even more thermal load. 

In this force equation it is assumed that the strut is fully restrained at its ends against 

movement due to expansion. 

Figure 3.1 Strut in equilibrium at installation temperature [7] 

There is a certain amount of load in the strut from pre-stress and lateral earth pressures etc. 

If the temperature in the strut increases, it would need to expand, generating resisting 

forces from the surrounding ground. 
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Figure 3.2 Strut fully restrained by a rigid support structure [7] 

In Figure 3.2 we can see that all of the potential expansion from temperature effects is 

translated into extra axial load. 

Figure 3.3 Strut partially restrained by semi-flexible support structure [7] 

In Figure 3.3 we can see a solution where the strut is allowed to expand to a certain degree. 

In this case, the load induced by temperature in the strut is reduced. 

3.1.2 Calculation according to Chapman et al (1972) 

In this approach the load changes in struts due to temperature changes can be estimated if 

the modulus of deformation of the cut wall can be estimated. The force equation is based 

on combination of relations for elastic displacement of the cut wall with the effect of 

temperature on load and displacement of a strut. [8] 

A * E, * a * AT 
3*n*A*Es*H 

Au, * Eqnji * L 

where (F) is the load change due to temperature, (E s) is the modulus of steel, (a) is 

the thermal coefficient of expansion (1.2e-05 for steel), (AT) is the change in 

temperature, (n * A) is the area of struts acting against the area of the cut wall (A w ) , 

(H) is the height of excavation, (E S O i i ) is the Young's modulus of soil, (L) is the length 

of the strut. 
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The assumption for this equation is that the struts are not fully restrained. However 

the load change will approach the load changes for restrained struts if the soil 

modulus is high, if the total area of steel struts divided by the area of the cut wall is 

low, if the length of the strut is great with respect to the height of the excavation. [8] 

3.1.3 Conclusions 

Both ways of calculation are based on linear elasticity, nevertheless the equation by 

Chapman et al takes in account the length of the struts and the height of excavation 

and it is assumed that the strut is not fully restrained. 

Temperature changes can cause significant changes in strut loads and therefore it 

should be considered in the design of braced excavations. However the load changes 

due to high increase/decrease in temperature should be considered only if the earth 

pressures are based on data obtained for relatively constant temperature or small 

changes in temperature. [8] 

The load change due to temperature should be considered as extra axial load but also 

when acting on an eccentricity it creates bending moments in struts. 
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4 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

In this thesis the structural design is focused on the diaphragm wall that is affected by 

excavation from both sides and on lateral support frame situated in the lowest level of 

bracing system (it is the most loaded frame). In order to assess the loads on different 

structural elements more types of software and models where used. 

Table 4.1Models used in the thesis 

Model Type of analysis Structural element 

Plaxis 

- Modified Cam Clay (undrained) F E M 

- Mohr-Coulomb (undrained) F E M Structure 

- Mohr-Coulomb (drained) F E M 

Geo5 

- effective parameters bedding reaction model Structure 

SCIA F E M Bracing frame 

4.1 Plaxis 

Plaxis is software based on finite element method. Constitutive material models are used 

for the simulation of non-linear and time-dependent behaviour of soils. In this thesis there 

were used two different constitutive models for clay. 

4.1.1 Modified Cam Clay model (undrained) 

The Modified Cam Clay (hereinafter referred to as CC) material model is used for clay 

with undrained conditions. For the layer of Made ground and Limestone the Mohr-

Coulomb (hereinafter referred to as MC) material model with drained conditions is used. 

The advantages of CC model are: 

• different values of soil stiffness for loading and unloading 

• stiffness value is dependent on pressure 

• capability of predicting the increase in undrained shear strength with depth in the 

case of the undrained analysis 
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Undrained (or short-term) conditions are in Plaxis simulated by material behaviour in 

which stiffness and strength are defined in terms of effective properties. Large bulk 

stiffness for water is automatically applied to make soil incompressible and excess pore 

pressures are calculated, even above the phreatic level. 

Drained (or long-term) conditions stand for material behaviour in which stiffness and 

strength are defined in effective properties. 

The model is designed as a Plane-strain model with 15-noded elements. Its dimensions are 

400 m of width x 200 m of depth. The shaft is situated axially because of the symmetry 

control of the first part of calculation. 

The soil parameters are stated in Table 2.1. The interface parameter R i n t e r was set to 0.5 for 

Made ground and Limestone. For CC model it was necessary to put in the stiffness 

parameters (k, K , v ' u r and e ît) and interface material properties (c'ref, 9')• These parameters 

were taken from the geotechnical interpretative report where they were established by 

correlation of the data from the geotechnical survey. 

Table 4.2 Parameters for C C model 

Soil parameters M - ] K [ - ] V ' u r ["] Cinit ["] 

0.056 8e-3 0.15 0.8 

Interface parameters c'ref [kN/m2] <P'[°] 
1 15 

A l l structural elements were modelled as plates for which the elastic material model is 

used. Plates that are on contact with soil are modelled with interfaces. 

The modulus of elasticity for concrete was according to Eurocode considered to be E = 

33.5 GPa, for steel struts E = 210 GPa. 
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Table 4.3 Plates parameters 

E A [kN/m] EI [kNm2/m] d[m] w [kN/m/m] 

diaphragm walls 50.25e6 9.42e6 1.5 

base slab (shaft) 50.25e6 9.42e6 1.5 -

ceilings MS 40.20e6 4.82e6 1.2 30 

base slab MS 67.00e6 22.33e6 2.0 -

strut 5.47le6 676.2e3 - 2.041** 

* the weight of the D-wall was neglected because soil is changed for concrete of 

approximately same weight and because in the model the D-wall is modelled by plate and 

the original soil stays in place 

** the weight of struts was calculated as average cross sectional area of struts per meter 

times the unit weight of steel: 

w = A s t r u t * Ysteei = 0.026 * 78.5 = 2.041 kN/m/m. 

A l l plates of the shaft are modelled as axial compared to the real dimensions. The adjacent 

metro station is modelled as shortened - the station is actually much longer than in the 

model but considering the supposed static behaviour of MS ceilings it can be neglected. 

The steel struts in the shaft are connected to the diaphragm walls by hinges, on the contrary 

the reinforced concrete MS ceilings are considered to be fully fixed in the diaphragm 

walls. The base slab of the shaft and the base slab of MS are also considered to be fully 

fixed to the diaphragm walls. 
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Figure 4.1 Structure model 

Soils and interfaces Plates 
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Figure 4.2 Legend of materials 

The finite elements mesh is refined in the inside of the structures and in a certain distance 

from the structure to the coarseness factor 0.25, otherwise the coarseness factor is 0.8. The 

total number of elements is 2 928. 

Figure 4.3 Finite element mesh 
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The dewatering of the inside of the structures was taken in consideration by setting local 

groundwater levels in clusters inside of the structure and in a close proximity underneath it. 

The groundwater levels were set according to the phases of construction. Clusters from 

which the soil was excavated during the phases of construction are set as dry. 
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Figure 4.4 Groundwater conditions - you can see two water levels in the picture. The upper level is 

the phreatic groundwater level, the lower level is customised groundwater level inside of the 

structure due to dewatering. 

Phases of construction set in the model: 

Phase 0: Ko procedure 

Phase 1: primary excavation (inside of the shaft), activation of diaphragm walls 

Phase 2: excavation to the 1s t bracing level 

Phase 3: activation of the 1s t bracing level, excavation to the 2 n d bracing level 

Phase 4: activation of the 2 n d bracing level, excavation to the 3 r d bracing level 

Phase 5: activation of the 3 r d bracing level, excavation to the 4 t h bracing level 

Phase 6: activation of the 4 t h bracing level, excavation to the level of base slab 

Phase 7: activation of the base slab 
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Phase 8: primary excavation (inside of metro station), activation of diaphragm wall 

Phase 9: excavation to the 1st MS ceiling level 

Phase 10: activation of the 1s t MS ceiling level, excavation to the 2 n d MS ceiling level 

Phase 11: activation of the 2 n d MS ceiling level, excavation to the 3 r d MS ceiling level 

Phase 12: activation of the 3 r d MS ceiling level, excavation to the level of MS base slab 

Phase 13: activation of MS base slab 

Phase 14: activation of ceiling slab for metro tube inside of the shaft 

Phase 15: backfilling to the 4 t h bracing level, deactivation of the 4 t h bracing level 

Phase 16: backfilling to the 3 r d bracing level, deactivation of the 3 r d bracing level 

Phase 17: backfilling to the 2 n d bracing level, deactivation of the 2 n d bracing level 

Phase 18: backfilling to the 1st bracing level, deactivation of the 1s t bracing level 

Phase 19: backfilling of the upper part of the shaft 
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Figure 4.5 Phase 17 

Backfilling material: 

There are different possibilities for the backfilling material of the shaft. Preferably it 

should be a non-porous material. In this thesis the materials used for backfilling were: soil 

improved with cement, polystyrene concrete and made ground. In this thesis it is assumed 

that the soil improved with cement is non-porous. In case of made ground it would be 

necessary to establish permanent dewatering of the inside of the shaft so that the water 

could not accumulate and excess water pressure would not be created. 
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The purpose of trying different materials was to find out if it would be possible to reduce 

the final vertical displacement of the backfill. 

Table 4.4 Backfilling materials 

y E v[-] Cref 9 setting 

[kN/m3] [MPa] [kN/m2] • 
Soil with cement 18 75 0.3 15 40 M C 

non-porous 
Polystyrene 
concrete 

9 56 0.2 - - L E 
non-porous 

Made ground 20 10 0.3 10 20 M C 
drained 

[»lD°m] 

--.C-C-

. 1 -> nn 

Figure 4.6 Soil displacements u y for soil with cement as backfilling material 

[-10 -Jm] n -5,00 

I 
Figure 4.7 Soil displacements u y for polystyrene concrete as backfilling material 
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[*ur3m] 

Figure 4.8 Soil displacements u y for made ground as backfilling material 

Table 4.5 Review of displacements for different backfilling materials 

Soil displacement u y [10"J m] 

Soil with cement 68 

Polystyrene concrete 45 

Made ground 280 

In case of made ground it might be possible to reduce the displacements by casting a 

reinforced concrete slab inside of the shaft during the backfilling phase. For purposes of 

this thesis a slab of a thickness 1 m was modelled in place of the second bracing level. 

[•10 J m ] 

Figure 4.9 Soil displacement u y = 0.11 m for made ground as backfilling material when concrete 
slab is casted inside of the shaft. 
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Model Outputs: 

In order to be able to design the diaphragm wall affected by excavation from both sides the 

values of bending moments in characteristic values were taken from Plaxis. Too see the 

behaviour of bending moments during the phases of construction the values were put in a 

graph. For better transparency the graph was divided into three parts according to the 

construction phases. 

Left sides of the graphs are the sides of MS, right sides are the sides of the shaft. You can 

see that in every graph the biggest moments are on the side of the shaft. In the first 7 

phases there are no sharp steps in the moments' behaviour. This is because the struts inside 

of the shaft are connected by hinges. From Phase 8 further we can see sharp steps in the 

moments' behaviour due to the rigid joints between MS ceilings and diaphragm walls. This 

behaviour stays the same for the backfilling of the shaft. The bending moments are getting 

bigger with the course of construction phases. You can see in the graphs that the biggest 

moment is created in Phase 19 approximately in the depth of the base slab of the shaft and 

MS base slab. 

- " - - " - - « M[kNm] 
-3000 -1000 1000 3000 5000 

Figure 4.10 Bending moments in characteristic values Phase 1 to Phase 7 
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Figure 4.11 Bending moments in characteristic values Phase 8 to Phase 13 
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Figure 4.12 Bending moments in characteristic values Phase 14 to Phase 19 
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To be able to design the lateral support frame it was necessary to find the biggest normal 

force induced in the struts. This force is created in the 4 t h level of bracing system in Phase 

6 and its value is -1 762 kN/m. Also it is worth notice that the 1 s t bracing level is in tension 

from Phase 9, maximum tension force is created in Phase 15 and its value is 106.4 kN/m. 

Axial forces N [scaled up 5,00*10 " 3 times) 

Maximum value = 104,8 kN/m {Element 20 at Node 10050) 

Minimum value = -1762 kN/m [Element 65 at Node 6279) 

Figure 4.13 Normal forces in 1s t and 4 t h bracing level, Phase 13 

4.1.2 Mohr-Coulomb model (undrained) 

The Mohr-Coulomb material model is used for all soil layers. In case of the layer of Made 

ground and Limestone it is set as drained, in case of layer of Clay it is set as undrained. 

The geometry of the model, soil and plate parameters, mesh distribution, water conditions 

and phases of construction remained the same as for model with CC. 
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Model Outputs: 

The behaviour of bending moments is the same as in CC model, however the values for the 

right side of the wall (inside of the shaft) are bigger. The graph was again divided into 

three parts according to the phases of construction. 
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Figure 4.15 Bending moments in characteristic values Phase 8 to Phase 13 
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Figure 4.16 Bending moments in characteristic values Phase 14 to Phase 19 
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The maximum axial force in struts was created in Phase 7 and its value is -2 106 kN/m. 

Again from Phase 9 the 1 s t bracing level is in tension. The maximum value of tension is 

81.24 kN/m and it is created in Phase 15. 

• • 

i 

r 

• 

Axia 1 forces N (scaled up 5,00*10 " 3 times} 

Maximum value = 77,97 kN/m (Element 20 at Node 8-197) 

Minimum value = -1799 kN/m [Element 65 at Node S175) 

Figure 4.17 Normal forces in 1s t and 4 t h bracing level, Phase 13 

4.1.3 Comparison of CC model and MC model (undrained) 

Table 4.6 Compared values of C C and M C (undrained) models 

Modified Cam Clay model Möhr-Coulomb model (undrained) 

Soil deformations [*10"3 m] 

u x - Phase 7 36 70 

u x - Phase 13 45 90 

u x - Phase 19 25 32 

u y - Phase 13 110 100 

u y - Phase 19 68 76 

Diaphragm wall deformations [*10"3 m] 

u x - Phase 7 34 63 

u x - Phase 13 28 53 
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Bending moments on diaphragm wall [kNm/ m] 

M e k - Phase 7 +4 213 +7 439 

-2 035 -4 277 

M e k - P h a s e 13 +5 838 +7 838 

-2 588 -2 974 

M e k - Phase 19 +9 961 +11 290 

-5 463 -4 136 

Normal forces in struts [kN/ m] 

First bracing level 

Nek - Phase 7 -346 -425.7 

N e k - Phase 13 +104.8 +77.97 

Fourth bracing level 

Nek - Phase 7 -1 762 -2 106 

N e k - Phase 13 -1 762 -1 799 

One of the main objectives of the comparison was to find out the differences in bending 

moments on the diaphragm wall - in its behaviour and in its values. In the graph below you 

can see the bending moments' envelope from M C model and CC model. 
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Figure 4.18 Bending moments' envelope in characteristic values 

4.1.4 Mohr-Coulomb model (drained) 

This model was created for the possibility of comparison between Geo5 model and Plaxis 

model. A l l soil layers are modelled by M C material model and they are set as drained. The 

geometry of the model, soil and plate parameters, mesh distribution and water conditions 

remained the same as for M C (undrained). 

Model Outputs: 

The behaviour of bending moments is displayed at the right wall of the shaft (left side of 

the graph is the inner side of the shaft, right side is the side that remains covered with soil). 
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4.2 Geo5 

4.2.1 Model with effective parameters 

The model "Sheeting check" was used to determine loads on the diaphragm wall. The 

bedding reaction method is set as a calculation process in this mode. This means that the 

earth loads are dependent on the deformations of the bracing structure and on the 

deformation of soils and the other way around. 

The Eurocode 2 was set for the reinforced concrete diaphragm wall and the Eurocode 7 -

design approach 2 was set for the soils. 

Modulus of subgrade reaction was calculated according to Schmitt: 

E w 4 / 3 

L,oed kh = 2.1 * (Eiy/3 
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Table 4.7 Modulus of subgrade reaction for different layers 

Made ground Clay Limestone 

k h (Geo) 3.11 16.3 248.74 

A l l soil/rock layers are set in effective parameters (values are stated in Table 2.1). 

Structural parameters: 

A = 1.5m2/m 

1 = 0.281 m4/m 

E = 33 GPa 

G = 13.75 GPa 

The lateral support frame in Geo5 is given by the area of one strut, its length, modulus of 

elasticity and distance between struts. For comparison in Plaxis the bracing frame is given 

by the length of a strut, modulus of elasticity and average area and average moment of 

inertia of struts per one meter. Considering the structural arrangement of the bracing frame 

in 3D, it is not fully possible to convert its behaviour to 2D. Therefore the 3D model in 

Scia Engineer is used for design of the lateral support frame. 

Phases of construction: 

In Geo5 it is not possible to simulate the excavation from both sides of the diaphragm wall; 

therefore the phases of construction in the model are finished when the process of works 

gets to the casting of the base slab of the shaft (Phase 7 in Plaxis). The process of 

excavation, bracing and dewatering is set the same way as in Plaxis. 

Phase 1: excavation to the 1s t bracing level 

Phase 2: excavation to the 2 n d bracing level, activation of the 1st bracing level 

Phase 3: excavation to the 3 r d bracing level, activation of the 2 n d bracing level 

Phase 4: excavation to the 4 t h bracing level, activation of the 3 r bracing level 

Phase 5: excavation to the level of base slab, activation of the 4 t h bracing level 

Phase 6: activation of base slab 
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4.2.2 Comparison ofMC model (drained) and Geo5 model 

Table 4.8 Comparison of M C model (drained) and Geo5 model 

M C model (drained) Geo5 Model 

max positive bending moment +Mek [kNm/m] +4 042 +4 286 

max negative bending moment -M ek [kNm/m] -8 334 -4 200 

max wall displacement u x [mm] 58.37 24.4 

Figure 4.22 Bending moments' envelopes in characteristic values 
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4.2.3 Comparison of CC model (undrained), MC model (undrained) andMC model 

(drained) 

45709-

50,00 

Figure 4.23 Comparison of bending moments' envelopes in characteristic values 

4.3 Scia Engineer 

The lateral support frame is modelled in software Scia Engineer by its half. It is supported 

in line in vertical axis z. There are support conditions set for x and y axis in the middle of 

the length of the waler beam and therefore it is not necessary to model the whole frame. 

The struts are connected to waler beam by hinges. 

The frame is loaded by its own weight and by horizontal force taken from software Plaxis. 

This force is the biggest force created in struts during the phases of construction according 

to Plaxis and its value is 1 762 kN/m (taken from CC model (undrained)). 
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Figure 4.24Model of bracing frame in Scia Engineer 

The components are modelled by its real cross sectional shapes. The section of the waler 

beam is twisted by 90 degrees in the model. 
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Figure 4.25 Cross section of the waler beam 

Figure 4.26 Cross section of struts 
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Table 4.9 Cross sectional parameters 

Waler beam Strut 

A[m 2 ] 0.26625 7.8147*10~2 

I y[m 4] 5.2683* 10"2 9.6771*10"J 

Iz [m4] 8.9623* 10"2 9.6771*10"J 

W p l y [ m J ] 0.10577 2.4756* 10"2 

W p l , z [m J ] 0.1367 2.4756* 10"2 

Steel S235 S355 

fy [MPa] 235 355 

For sketch of lateral support frame see Appendix 8. 

Model outputs: 

-12165,04 

-13511,78 

-6745,14 

-6522,76 

•15124,74 

-24679,01 

Figure 4.27 Design values of normal forces N E d from combination of self-weight and forces 

induced in frame during construction phases 
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Figure 4.28 Design values of shear forces V E d z from combination of self-weight and forces induced 

in frame during construction phases 

Figure 4.29 Design values of bending moments M E d , y from combination of self-weight and forces 

induced in frame during construction phases 
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Figure 4.30 Stress ox in the bracing frame - the most stressed parts are displayed in figure by dark 

blue and red colour, these parts are subjected to design check in Chapter 4.5 

4.4 Design of diaphragm wall affected by excavation from both sides 

The design of the diaphragm wall was carried out according to Eurocodes: the design of 

the concrete structural parts was carried out according to Eurocode 2 [9] and the 

geotechnical parameters were established according to Eurocode 7 - design approach 2 

[10]. 

In this thesis only ground pressure was considered. It is obvious that in reality there would 

be surface surcharge from construction site installations and variable loads from the 

construction machines (especially during T B M lowering). Also it would be necessary to 

evaluate the seismic effects. 

Concrete grade C35/45 was specified for the whole structure and the reinforcement steel 

B500B was taken for the diaphragm walls. 

Concrete grade C35/45 

fck = 35 MPa 

fed = acc *fck/yc = 1.0*35/1.5 = 23.33 MPa 

fcm=43MPa 

Ecm = 33.5 GPa 
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X = 0.8 

rj = 1 

£cu3 = 3.5 %o 

Reinforcement - Steel B500B 

fyk = 500 MP a 

fyd =fyk/ys= 500/1.15 = 434.78 MPa 

Es = 200 GPa 

Syd =fyd/Es = 2.17%0 

A bending moment envelope in characteristic values was obtained from the Plaxis model 

that uses Modified Cam Clay material model for clay. According to EC 7 - design 

approach 2 [10] these values where multiplied by yo = 1.35 to obtain the design values. 

The reinforcement was designed to the bending moments' envelope in design values. The 

reinforcement bars of a diameter 25 mm and 40 mm were chosen for the structure. The 

spacing is 140 mm in case of one, two and three rows of reinforcement and in case of the 

fourth row of reinforcement it is 420 mm. 

The wall is mostly loaded on the inner side of the shaft. The biggest moments are created 

when the shaft is backfilled. In order to cover the design bending moments but on the other 

hand to stay economical there are multiple schemes of reinforcement changing with the 

depth of the wall. 

Scheme No.1 

inner side of the shaft" 

lUUmm 

* 2 5\-t 

c=100mm 

a 140 

side of mefrci s t a t i o n 

Scheme No.2 

inner side of the s h a f t 
c=100mm 

r > 2 ( F ^ * ~ 
0 4 O j i r r 

i>2 
®2K safe 

c=100mm 
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a 140 

i i d e of metra s t a t ion 
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Scheme No.3 
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Figure 4.31 Reinforcement schemes 
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Calculation: 

As,rqd = b*d *fcd/fyd*y/l ~ 2 * Med/(b * d2 * fcd) 

X =ASiprov *fyd/(b *fcd *k) 

z = d 0.5 *X *x 

Mrd = ASyprov * Z *fyd 

b = 1.0 m 

h = 1.5 m 

c = 100 mm 

Where more layers of reinforcement were used, effective depth " J " was taken from the 

centre of gravity of the reinforcement (calculated by weighted average). 

There are two solutions for reinforcement carried out in this thesis. First solution would be 

more efficient considering the amount of used reinforcement. However it would not be 

very practical because of the assembly on the construction site. Second solution is less 

economical but it would be easier to assemble. 

Find the values of calculation in Appendix 6 and Appendix 7. 

Check of structural principles: 

As,vmin = 0.002 *AC = 0.002 * 1.5 * 1.0 = 30.00 * 10'4 m 

As,vmax = 0.04 *AC = 0.04 * 1.5 * 1.0 = 600.00 * 10'4 m 

Smax < 3 *h = 3 * 1500 = 4500 mm 

< 400 mm 

Smin - max {1.2*0; dg + 5 mm; 20 mm} 

> max {1.2*40; 16 + 5 mm; 20 mm} 

> max {1.2*40; 16 + 5 mm; 20 mm} 

> 48 mm 

ok 

ok 

ok 

ok 

ok 
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Figure 4.32 First solution - Envelope of bearing and design moments. Reinforcement schemes 

change frequently. 
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Figure 4.33 Second solution - Envelope of bearing and design moments. Reinforcement schemes 

do not change so often on the length of the wall. 
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4.5 Design of lateral support frame 

For the design check of the steel bracing the 4 t h level of lateral support system was chosen. 

Parameters for waler beam and for strut were taken from Scia Engineer. 

4.5.1. Design check of the waler beam 

Design values of inner forces were taken from Scia Engineer. 

Maximum loads: 

NEd,max = 24 679.01 kN (Meq = 3 682.40 kNm ,Veq = 1 638.07 kN) 

VEd,max = 5 442.83 kN 

MEd,max = 7 280.47 kNm (Neq = 6 522.76 kN, Veq = 5 442.83 kN) 

According to EC 3 [11] the section of waler beam is class 1. 

Internal compression elements 

1 T 
c 

t - -

Axis of 
h bending 

c = h - 3.t 
,_ b _, 

c c Axis of 
c i - bending 

I- -I - bending 

Figure 4.34 Cross sectional classification [11] 

c 350 
t 25 

= 1 4 < 3 3 £ = 33 ok 

235 

fy y aJ 

235 

235 
= 1.0 

1. Compression (TYR/.^t = 24 679.01 kN) 

Bearing capacity: 

NC,Rd = 
A*fy 0.26625* 235* 10 6 

YmO 1.0 
= 62 568.75 kN 

Limit condition: 

NEd,max = 24 679.01 
NCfRd 62 568.75 
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2. Shear (VEd^= 5 442.83 kN) 

Bearing capacity: 

f 1 O 6 

AV*A) 0.176* (235*^4.) 

vPi.Rd = — = T T S — = 2 3 8 7 9 2 0 K N 

YmO 1-0 

Shearing area: 

Av = rj * (hwi * t w i ) = 1.0 * 1.175 * 0.025 * 6 = 0.176 

Limit condition: 
Vmax 5 442.83 

= 0.23 < 1.0 VpliRd 23 879.20 

Because the ratio of Vmax and Vpi,Rd is smaller than 0.5 it is possible to neglect the effects 

of shear forces for design check of interaction between bending moments, shear forces and 

normal forces and it is not necessary to reduce the yield stress. 

3. Bending ( M H ^ = 7 280.47 kNm) 

Bearing capacity: 

Wvlv*fv 0.10577* 235* 10 6 

Mpi,Rd,y = V , y y = — = 24 855.95 kNm 
YmO i - u 

Limit condition: 

MEd.y.max 7 280.47 
Mpi,Rd,y 24 855.95 

= 0.29 < 1.0 

4. Buckling 

• y axis 

Buckling capacity: 

Xv*A*fv 1.0* 0.26625*235* 10 6 

Nb.Rd,y = ̂  ^ = 7^ = 62 568.75 kN 
Yml 1-0 

Buckling coefficient: 

1 1 
Xy = , = — = 1.05 < 1.0 -> Xy = 1-0 

, H~2 ~2 0.48 + V0.48 2 - 0.0722 y 

0y+J0y ~Xy 

0y = 0.5 * [ l + a * (A y - 0.2) + Ay 2] = 0.5 * [1 + 0.34 * (0.072 - 0.2) + 0.0722] 

= 0.48 
where a is coefficient of imperfection (buckling curve "b" —> a = 0.34) 
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Relative slenderness: 

Xy ~ 
A*fy 

N, cry y 

0.26625* 235* 10 6 

12.11* 10 9 
= 0.072 

Critical force: 

•cr,y 

Critical length: 

Limit condition: 

, E*IV , 210* 10 9 * 5.2683* 10~ 2 

J V W V = 7T * £ = 7T * — — : = 12.11 * 10 9 JV 3.0032 

Lcr = 0.7 * L = 0.7 * 4.29 = 3.003 m 

NEd,max = 24 679.01 
J V 6 i M j 62 568.75 

= 0.39 < 1.0 ok 

• z axis 

Buckling capacity: 

Xz*A*fv 1.0* 0.26625* 235 * 10 6 

Nb.RdlZ = ^ = = 62 568.75 kN 
Yml 1-0 

Buckling coefficient: 

1 1 
Jz = , = = = 1.05 < 1.0 -> j z = 1.0 

m 0.477 + V0.477 2 - 0.055 2 

0 Z = 0.5 * [ l + a * (A z - 0.2) + A z

2 ] = 0.5 * [1 + 0.34 * (0.055 - 0.2) + 0.0552] 

= 0.477 

where a is coefficient of imperfection (buckling curve "b" —> a = 0.34) 

Relative slenderness: 

A z — 

Critical force: 

N 
0.26625*235* 10 6 

- = 0.055 20.6* 10 9 

, E*IZ , 210 * 10 9 * 8.9623 * 10~ 2 

i V c r z = 7T * # = 7T * ——•= = 20.6 * 10 9 JV 
Cr'Z Lrr- 3.0032 

Critical length: 

Lcr = 0.7 * L = 0.7 * 4.29 = 3.003 m 

Limit condition: 

NEd,max 24 679.01 
i V ö ; R d ; Z 62 568.75 
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5. Bending + Buckling 

Interaction taken for NEd,max=24 679.01 kNand Meq=3 682.40 kNm. 

• y axis 
Limit condition: 

NEd 
MyfEd + AMyfEd MZiEd + AMZiEd 

+ kvv * —-—— + kyz * < 1.0 Xy * NRk

 y y XLT * MyiRk ~ m Z i R k 

Yml Yml Yml 

where: 

AMyiEd = AMZiEd = 0 kNm 

MZfEd
 = 0 kNm (caused only by self weight, small value possible to neglect) 

XLT = 1-0 

NRk= fy*A = 235 * 10 6 * 0.26625 = 62 568.75 kN 

My,Rk = fy* WPliy = 235 * 10 6 * 0.10577 = 24 855.95 kNm 

Mz,Rk = fy* WPliZ = 235 * 10 6 * 0.1367 = 32 124.5 kNm 

Values of k y y , k y z , k z y , k z z are taken according to Annex B of EC 3 [11] (simplified 

method). 

\ 
kyy = Cmy * 1 + (Xy ~ 0.2) * 

N. Ed 

Rk 

Yml 

24 679.01 , 
= 0.9 * 1 + (0.072 - 0.2) * _ „ ^^^^r- I = 0.85 1.0* 62 568.75 

— Cmy * 1 + 0.8* 
N \ 

Ed 

Xy*N Rk 

1.0 

= 1.18 ok 

Yml 

C = 0 9 

kyz = 0.6 * kzz = 0.6 * 0.85 = 0.51 

C = 0 9 
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k — r * 
zz ~ ^mz 

1 + (A z - 0.2) * 
N \ 

Ed 
Xz * NRk 

Yml 1 

24 679.01 , 
= 0.9 * 1 + (0.055 - 0.2) * — I = 0.85 1.0* 62 568.75 

1.0 

— Cmz * 1 + 0.8* 
N \ Ed 

Xz * NRk 

Yml J 

= 1.18 ok 

Limit condition: 

24 679.01 
1.0 * 62 568.75 

1.0 

3 682.4 + 0 
+ 0 - 8 5 * 1.0* 24 855.95 + 0 = 0-52 < 1-0 

1.0 

ok 

• z axis 
NEd , , My E d + AMy E d MZiEd + AMZiEd 

Xz*NRk

+k*y* XLT * My,Rk

 + / C - * MzM_ 

Yml Yml Yml 

kzy = 0.6 * kyy = 0.6 * 0.85 = 0.51 

Limit condition: 

24 679.01 3 682.4 + 0 
+ 0 . 5 1 * „ „ n A o r r n r + 0 = 0.52 < 1.0 o/c 1.0 * 62 568.75 1.0*24 855.95 

1.0 1.0 

Cross section passes for the checked types of loading. 

4.5.2 Design check of the struts 

The most loaded struts are the longer corner struts and therefore the design check is 

focused on them. The value of maximum normal force in these struts was taken from Scia 

Engineer and additional normal force from temperature was added to this value. 

NEd,max,Scia = 13 511.78 WV 

A*Es*a*AT _ 7.8147 * 10~ 2 * 210* 10 9 * 1.2* 10~ 5 * 30 
N e k a t ~ 3*n*A*Es*H ~ 3 *0.078147*210* 10 9 * 20.85 

Aw*Esoil*L 1 + 28.675* 35 * 10 6 * 11.314 

= 64.64 kN 
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NEdAT = NEkAT * yQ = 64.64 * 1.5 = 96.96 kN 

NEd,max = NEdimaXiScia + tyjd.AT = 13 511.78 + 96.96 = 13 608.74 kN 

Design values of bending moments and shear forces are taken from Scia Engineer. 

Maximum loads: 

NEd,max = 13 608.74 kN (Meq = MEdf7nax) 

yEd,max = 45.95 kN 

MEd,max = 129.96 kNm 

According to EC 3 [11] the section of the strut is class 1. 

Figure 4.35 Cross sectional classification [11] 

1020 
25 

= 40.8 < 50e 2 ok 

1. Compression (NFd.nmr = 13 608.74 kN) 

Bearing capacity: 

A*fv 7.8147* l O - 2 * 355 * 10 6 

Nc.Rd = = = 2 7 7 4 2 - 1 9 k N 

YmO 1-0 
Limit condition: 

NEd,max 13 608.74 
NCiRd 27 742.19 

= 0.49 < 1.0 

2. Shear (VF,lm„r = 45.95 kN) 

Bearing capacity: 

Av*(-^) 0.0497* (355 * ^ - ) 
Vpi,Rd = ~ V 3 = TT: — = 10 186.48 kN 

YmO 1-0 
Shearing area: 

A 7 .8147*10- 2 

Av = 2*- = 2* = 0.0497 m2 

n n 
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Limit condition: 

= 0.005 < 1.0 
VpliRd 10 186.48 

Because the ratio of Vmax and Vpi,Rd is smaller than 0.5 it is not necessary to reduce the 

yield stress for calculation of interaction of compression and bending. 

3. Bending (MEd^11= 129.96 kNm) 

Bearing capacity: 

lpl,Rd,y 

Limit condition: 

Wvlv*fv 2.4756* 10~ 2 * 355* 10 6 

Mr,, p. „ = P y y = — = 8 788.38 kNm 
YmO 1-0 

Mprivrnnx 129.96 
E a - y - m a x = = 0.015 < 1.0 

Mpi,Rd,y 8 788.38 

4. Buckling 

Buckling capacity: 

X*A*fv 0.98* 7.8147* 10~ 2 * 355* 10 6 

Nb.Rd = ^ = 7^ = 27 187.34 kN 
Yml 1-0 

Buckling coefficient: 

1 1 
y = , = — = 0.98 < 1.0 

0 + ^02 _ J2 0.55 + V0.55 2 - 0.292 

0 = 0.5 * [1 + a * (A - 0.2) + A2] = 0.5 * [1 + 0.21 * (0.29 - 0.2) + 0.292] = 0.55 

where a is coefficient of imperfection (buckling curve "a" —> a = 0.21) 

Relative slenderness: 

X = 
N 

Critical force: 

Ncr -\ 

7.8147* 10- 2 * 355* 10 6 

= 0.29 0.32 * 10 9 

F*l , 210* 10 9 * 9.6771 * 10~ 3 

Ncr = TC * j = 7T * —-= = 0.32 * 10 9 JV 
Lcr 7.92z 

Critical length: 

Lcr = 0.7 * L = 0.7 * 11.314 = 7.92 m 

Limit condition: 

NEd.max = 13 608.74 
NbfRd 27 187.34 

= 0.50 < 1.0 ok 
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5. Bending + Buckling 

Interaction taken for NEd,max=13 608.74 kNand Medyyytnax=129.96 kNm. 

Limit condition: 

NEd , , MyfEd + AMVfEd MZiEd + AMZiEd 

+ kvv * ——— 1- kyz * < 1.0 M z,Rk 
Yml 

Xy * NRk yy XLT * MViRk 

Yml Yml 

where: 

AMyiEd = AMZiEd = 0 kNm 

Mz,Ed = 0 kNm (caused only by self weight, small value possible to neglect) 

XLT = 1-0 

NRk= fy*A = 355 * 10 6 * 7.8147 * 1(T 2 = 27 742.18 kN 

My,Rk = fy* WPly = 355 * 10 6 * 2.4756 * 1(T 2 = 8 788.38 kNm 

Values of k y y , k y z , k z y , k z z are taken according to Annex B of EC 3 [11] (simplified 

method). 

/ 
k — r * 

yy my 
1 + (A y - 0.2) * 

N, Ed 

\ 
Xy*N, Rk 

Yml 

13 608.74 
= 0.9 * 1 + (0.29 - 0.2) * ^ ^ I = 0.94 0.98* 27 742.18 

— Cmy * 1 + 0.8* 
N \ 

Ed 

Xy*N Rk 

1.0 

= 1.26 ok 

Yml 

r 
^my 

= 0.9 

"•yz = 0.6* k 

r 
^mz 

= 0.9 

^zz — k — 
/Vyy 

Limit condition: 

13 608.74 
0.98*27 742.18 

1.0 

129.96 + 0 
+ ° - 9 4 * 1.0*8 788.38 +0 = 0-51 < 1-0 

1.0 

ok 
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• z axis 
Limit condition: 

NEd , , MY>ED + AMY>EA MZIEA + AMZIEA 

+ k7V * T7—^— + k77 * •— < 1.0 Xz*NRK ^ XLT * MY,RK ' " z z M z,Rk 
Yml Yml Yml 

kzy = 0.6 * kyy = 0.6 * 0.94 = 0.564 

Check of limit condition: 

13 608.74 129.96 + 0 
+ 0.564 * , n 0 ^ 0 0 0 0 + 0 = 0.51 < 1.0 ok 0.98*27 742.18 ' 1.0*8 788.38 

1.0 1.0 

Cross section passes for the checked types of loading. 

4.6 Disproportionate collapse (accidental loss of strut) 

The design check for the loss of structural element is done for characteristic values of inner 

forces. The longer corner struts are the most loaded ones therefore on of these struts is 

taken out of the Scia model while the loads stay the same. Additional stress is created in 

the shorter strut in the corner and the waler beam is most loaded in places of the 

connection of this strut. The most loaded parts will be subjected to the design check. 
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Figure 4.37 Normal forces N E k in frame 
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Figure 4.38 Shear forces V E k in frame 
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4.6.1 Waler beam design check 

Bearing capacities: 

NpliRd = 62 568.75 kN (= NCMd) 

VPL,Rd = 23 879.20 kN 

Mpi,Rd,y = 24 855.95 kNm 

Maximum loads: 

NEd.max = 18 280.75 kN {Meq = MEditnax) 

VEd,max = 9 519.20 kN 

MEd,max = 20 059.38 kNm 

1. Compression 1 % ^ = 18 280.75 kN) 

Limit condition: 

NEd,max = 18 280.75 = 

NCiRd 62 568.75 
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2. Shear (VEd^= 9 519.20 kN) 

Limit condition: 

^Ed.max 9 519.20 
= 0.40 < 1.0 

VplRd 23 879.20 

Because the ratio of V m a x and Vpi,Rd is smaller than 0.5 therefore it is not necessary to 

reduce the yield stress. 

3. Bending (MEd^11= 20 059.38 kNm) 

Limit condition: 

MEd,y,max 20 059.38 
Mpi,Rd,y 24 855.95 

= 0.81 < 1.0 

4. Buckling 

• y axis 

Buckling capacity: 

Xv*A*fv 1.0*0.2665*235* 10 6 

Nb.Rdy = = = 62 568.75 kN 
Yml 1-0 

Buckling coefficient: 

1 1 
Xy = , = = = = = = = 1.02 < 1.0 -> Xy = 1-0 

, [Zl 71 0.497+ V0.497 2 - 0.13 2 y 

0y+J0y ~Xy 

0y = 0.5 * [ l + a * (A y - 0.2) + Ay2] = 0.5 * [1 + 0.34 * (0.13 - 0.2) + 0.132] 

= 0.497 

where a is coefficient of imperfection (buckling curve "b" —> a = 0.34) 

Relative slenderness: 

Ay — A*fy 

Ncr,y y 

0.26625* 235* 10 6 

- = 0.13 3.71* 10 9 

Critical force: 

, E*IV , 210 * 10 9 * 5.2683 * 10- 2 

NcriV = n 2 * - ^ = n2 * = 3.71 * 10 9 N 
Jcr 

Critical length: 

Lcr = 0.7 * L = 0.7 * 7.75 = 5.425 m 
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Limit condition: 

NEd,max 18 280.75 
= 0.32 < 1.0 ok 

NbMdiy 62 568.75 

• z axis 

Buckling capacity: 

Xz*A*fv 1.0* 0.26625* 235 * 10 6 

Nb.RdlZ = ^ = = 62 568.75 kN 
Yml 1-0 

Buckling coefficient: 

1 1 
Xz = i = ; = 1-04 < 1.0 -> Xz = 1-0 

m 0.488 + V0.488 2 - 0.1 2 

0z + J0z - V 

0Z = 0.5 * [ l + a * (A z - 0.2) + A z

2 ] = 0.5 * [1 + 0.34 * (0.1 - 0.2) + 0.12] = 0.488 

where a is coefficient of imperfection (buckling curve "b" —> a = 0.34) 

Relative slenderness: 

Xz — A*fy 
N 

0.26625* 235* 10 6 

- = 0.10 6.31* 10 9 

Critical force: 

E * Iz , 210 * 10 9 * 8.9623* 10- 2 

Ncr,z = n 2 * - ^ = n2* = 6.31 * 10 9 N 

= 0.32 < 1.0 ok 

Limit condition: 

NEd,max = 18 280.75 
Nb,Rd,z 62 568.75 

5. Bending + Buckling 

• y axis 

NEd MyfEd+AMyiEd MZiEd + AMZiEd 

xy*NRk

+l{yy* XLT * My,Rk
 +kyz* ^ l u 

Yml Yml Yml 

where: 

&MyiEd = AMZiEd = 0 kNm 

MZfEd
 = 0 kNm (caused only by self weight, small value possible to neglect) 

XLT = 1-0 

NRk= fy*A = 235 * 10 6 * 0.26625 = 62 568.75 kN 
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My,Rk =fy* WPly = 235 * 10 6 * 0.10577 = 24 855.95 kNm 

Mz,Rk = fy* WPliZ = 235 * 10 6 * 0.1367 = 32 124.5 kNm 

Values of k y y , k y z , k z y , k z z are taken according to Annex B of EC 3 [11] (simplified 

method). 

k — r * yy '-'my 1 + (A y - 0.2) * 
N Ed 

Xy*Nt 

Yml 

18 280.75 , 
= 0.9 * 1 + (0.13 - 0.2) * ^ T ^ T T T ^ I = 0.88 1.0 * 62 568.75 

1 + 0.8* 
N \ 

Ed 

Xy*N Rk 

1.0 

= 1.11 ok 

Yml 

C = 0 9 

C = 0 9 

Limit condition: 

18 280.75 
1.0 * 62 568.75 

1.0 

20 059.38 + 0 
+ 0 - 8 8 * 1.0* 2 4 8 5 5 M + 0 = 1 - ° ^ 1 - 0 

1.0 

ok 

• z axis 

NEd , , MyfEd + AMyfEd MZiEd + &MZiEd 

+ k7V * — j7— 1- k77 * in < 1.0 Xz * NRk

 z y XLT * MyiRk 

Yml Yml 

M z,Rk 
Yml 

k — r * 
zz ~ ^mz 

1 + (A z - 0.2) * 
N \ 

Ed 

Xz * NRk 

Yml ) 

= 0.9* 1 + ( 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 ) * 
18 280.25 

1.0 * 62 568.75 
1.0 

N, 
\ 

= 0.87 < C m z * \ 1 + 0.8 * 
mz I J z * i V Rk 

Yml J 

= 1.11 ok 

kzy = 0.6 * kyy = 0.6 * 0.88 = 0.53 
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Limit condition: 

18 280.25 20 059.38 + 0 
+ 0.53* n r . r n r - + 0 = 0.72 < 1.0 ofc 1.0 * 62 568.75 1.0*24 855.95 

1.0 1.0 

Cross section passes for the checked types of loading. 

4.6.2 Strut design check 

The most loaded strut is now the shorter corner. The effect of temperature is not considered 

for this part of design check and all values of inner forces are taken directly from Scia 

engineer model. 

Bearing capacities: 

NpliRd = 27 742.19 kN (= NCJtd) 

Vpi,Rd = 10 186.48 kN 

Mpijtd.y = 8 788.38 kNm 

Maximum loads: 

NEd,max = 23 547.85 kN 

VEd,max = 19-32 kN 

MEd,z,max = 31.0 kNm 

1. Compression = 23 547.85 kN) 

Limit condition: 

NEd,max = 13 608.74 
NCiRd 27 742.19 

2. Shear 

= 0.49 < 1.0 

Not necessary to check because of small values of inner forces. 

3. Bending 

Not necessary to check because of small values of inner forces. 
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4. Buckling 

Buckling capacity: 

X*A*fv 1.0 * 7.8147 *1 (T 2 * 355 * 10 6 

NbJtd = ~ y = = 27 742.19 kN 
Yml 1-0 

Buckling coefficient: 

1 1 
x = ; = ; = i.o < 1.0 

0 + ^/02 _ A2 0.51 + V 0 . 5 1 2 - 0 . 1 6 7 2 

0 = 0.5 * [1 + a * (A - 0.2) + A 2] = 0.5 * [1 + 0.21 * (0.167 - 0.2) + 0.1672] = 0.51 

where a is coefficient of imperfection (buckling curve "a" —> a = 0.21) 

Relative slenderness: 

A = 
N 

Critical force: 

7.8147* 10- 2 * 355* 10 6 

= 0.167 0.99 * 10 9 

F*\ , 210* 10 9 * 9.6771 * l O - 3 

N c r = 7T2 * T = n2 * ——= = 0.99 * 10 9 N 
^ Lrr

2 4.49 2 
Jcr 

Critical length: 

Lcr = 0.7 * L = 0.7 * 6.421 = 4.49 m 

Limit condition: 

NEd,maX = 23 547.85 
NbiRd 27 742.19 

= 0.85 < 1.0 ok 

5. Bending + Buckling 

Interaction taken for NEd,max=23 547.85 kN and Med,y,max=31.0 kNm. 

Limit condition: 

NEd , , MyfEd + AMVfEd MZiEd + AMZiEd 

+ kvv * TT—^ h kv7 * 77 < 1.0 xy*NRk -yy XLT*MyiRk ~y* m z,Rk 

Yml Yml Yml 

where: 

AMyiEd = AMZiEd = 0 kNm 

Mz,Ed = 0 kNm (caused only by self weight, small value possible to neglect) 

XLT = 1-0 

NRk= fy*A = 355 * 10 6 * 7.8147 * 10~ 2 = 27 742.18 kN 

My,Rk = fy* WPly = 355 * 10 6 * 2.4756 * 10~ 2 = 8 788.38 kNm 
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Values of k y y , k y z , k z y , k z z are taken according to Annex B of EC 3 [11] (simplified 

method). 

k — r * yy '-'my 1 + (A y - 0.2) * 
N. Ed 

Xy*Nt 

Yml 

= 0.9* 1 + (0.167-0.2) * 
23 547.85 

1.0* 27 742.18 = 0.87 

< Cmy * I 1 + 0.8 * 
N \ 

Ed 

Xy*N Rk 

1.0 

= 1.51 ok 

Yml 

C = 0 9 

kyz = 0.6 * kzz = 0.6 * 0.87 = 0.52 

C = 0 9 

kzz — kyy — 0.87 

Limit condition: 

23 547.85 31.0 + 0 
+ 0 . 8 7 * , ^ + 0 = 0.85 < 1.0 ok 1.0*27 742.18 ' 1.0* 8 788.38 

1.0 1.0 

• z axis 

kzy = 0.6 * kyy = 0.6 * 0.87 = 0.564 

Limit condition: 

23 547.85 31.0 + 0 
+ 0.564 * „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ + 0 = 0.85 < 1.0 ok 1.0*27 742.18 ' 1.0*8 788.38 

1.0 1.0 

Cross section passes for the checked types of loading. 
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Summary 

At the beginning of the thesis there is a brief description of the virtual project of a shaft 

where one of the diaphragm walls is affected by excavation from both sides. Additionally, 

the first chapter deals with construction sequence in detail. There is a given course of 

construction of diaphragm walls for this project. Furthermore, the excavation phases for 

both the shaft and metro station are described. At the end metro tubes are constructed and 

the shaft is backfilled. 

In the second chapter there is an assessment of geological survey and geological 

conditions. Geotechnical parameters for all soil and rock stratum are stated in this chapter. 

Also the groundwater is mentioned there. 

Third chapter deals with thermal loads on struts. This chapter was carried out as a research 

from available literature. The results of the research were used later in the thesis for 

calculation of the additional normal force in strut caused by temperature changes. 

Fourth chapter is composed of two main parts - one part deals with analytical models and 

another part deals with design checks of diaphragm wall and lateral support frame. Three 

different programs were used for development of the analytical models. At first the models 

in software Plaxis were carried out. One of the models uses Modified Cam Clay material 

model with undrained conditions for Clay strata, another two use Mohr-Coulomb material 

model (one with undrained and one with drained conditions) for Clay strata. Then a model 

with subgrade reaction was undertaken in Geo 5. The outputs of these models were 

compared in this chapter. The last model was in Scia Engineer and it only regards the 

lateral support frame. Outputs of CC model in Plaxis and of Scia Engineer were used for 

design checks. There are 8 types of reinforcement schemes changing according to the 

bending moments' envelope in design values. Reinforcement bars of diameters 25 and 40 

mm were used for the structure. The bars are placed in one, two, three and four layers. 

Considering the lateral support frame the values of inner forces were taken from Scia 

Engineer and an additional normal force from changes in temperature was added to these 

values. Design check was done for the fourth level of bracing that is the most loaded one. 

Waler beam was considered to be from steel grade S235 and struts from steel grade S355. 

Diaphragm wall and lateral support frame are satisfactory for the loads given in this thesis. 
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List of short cuts and symbols 

A cross-sectional area 

A - A 
— ŝprov 

cross sectional area of reinforcement 
A maximum cross sectional area of reinforcement 

A 
^s,min 

minimum cross sectional area of reinforcement 

ASjrqd minimum required cross sectional area of reinforcement 

A 
^s,v,max 

maximum cross sectional area of reinforcement for walls 

A 
^s,v,min 

minimum cross sectional area of reinforcement for walls 

Astrut cross-sectional area of strut 

A v shear area 

b overall width of a cross-section 

C c 
compression index 

C s recompression index 

c concrete cover 

c' effective ground cohesion 

C ref effective ground cohesion for interface 

D-wall diaphragm wall 

d diameter 

d effective depth of a cross-section 

d width of an element 

dg largest nominal maximum aggregate size 

E modulus of elasticity 

Eoed oedometric deformation modulus 

E effective modulus of elasticity 

E s elastic modulus of steel 
L-'cm secant modulus of elasticity of concrete 

E A axial stiffness 

EI bending stiffness 

EPB earth pressure balance 

Emit initial void ratio 

F E M finite element method 

fck characteristic compressive cylinder strength of concrete at 28 days 

fed design value of concrete compressive strength 



fy yield strength of steel 

fyk characteristic yield strength of reinforcement 

fyd design yield strength of reinforcement 

G modulus of elasticity in shear 

h overall depth of a cross-section 

h w web height 

I moment of inertia 

Ko at-rest earth pressures coefficient 

ky interaction factors 

k h modulus of subgrade reaction 

L c r critical length 

L E linear elasticity 

M e d design value of the applied bending moment 

M ek characteristic value of the applied bending moment 

M C j R d design bearing capacity in bending 

M R d bearing capacity of bending moment 

M C Mohr-Coulomb 

Nb,Rd buckling bearing capacity 

N c r critical force 

N C j R d design bearing capacity in axial compression 

Ned design value of the applied axial force (tension or compression) 

Nek characteristic value of the applied axial force (tension or compression) 

N R d bearing capacity of normal force 

Rinter interface parameter 

S u undrained shear strength 

sm a x maximum spacing of reinforcement bars 

s m i n minimal spacing of reinforcement bars 

ss spacing of stirrups 

SPB slurry pressure balance 

T B M tunnel boring machine 

t thickness 

tw web thickness 

ULS ultimate limit state 

u x horizontal displacement 



Uy vertical displacement 

V ed design value of the applied shear force 

Vpi,Rd plastic shear bearing capacity 

W section modulus 

w self -weight 

x neutral axis depth 

z lever arm of internal forces 

a coefficient of thermal expansion 

a coefficient of imperfections 

a c c coefficient taking account of long term effects on the compressive strength 

and of unfavourable effects resulting from the way the load is applied 

y unit weight of soil 

y c partial factor for concrete 

YG partial factor for permanent actions 

Ym material resistance factor 

Ys partial factor for reinforcing steel 

Ysteei unit weight of structural steel 

sCu3 ultimate compressive strain in the concrete 

Syk strain in reinforcing steel 

r\ factor defining the effective strength 

X factor defining the effective height of the compression zone 

X relative slenderness 

X Cam Clay compression index 

<p diameter of a reinforcing bar 

<ps diameter of a stirrup 

cp' effective angle of internal friction 

(pcv critical state friction angle 

v Poisons ratio 

v'ur Poisson's ratio for unloading-reloading 

k Cam Clay swelling index 

X buckling coefficient (for axial compression) 

%lt buckling coefficient 
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Appendix 1: Diaphragm wall panel layout - Ground level plan 

Appendix 2: Cross-section A - A 

Appendix 3: Cross-section B-B 

Appendix 4: Construction sequence - Plan layout 

Appendix 5: Construction sequence - Cross-section layout 

Appendix 6: Calculation of structural capacity of diaphragm wall - First solution 

Appendix 7: Calculation of structural capacity of diaphragm wall - Second solution 

Appendix 8: Lateral support frame layout - Fourth bracing level 


